
covid-19 vaccine

What does 95   
efficacy mean?

the

how does it work?

How soon after getting
vaccinated will I be immune?

when can my kids
get vaccinated?

does it cause COVID?

were any corners cut?

can I still infect someone
after I've been vaccinated?

will this vaccine protect me

from future strains?

If I've already had
covid should I still

get vaccinated?

What is Herd
Immunity?

how many need to be
vaccinated to reach

herd immunity?
95%

70-80%

10-14 days
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Nope!
You might have a sore
arm or flu symptoms

that go away in a few
days, but no COVID. 

Yes!
Because experts

don't know yet how
long you're protected
after getting COVID,

it's best to get the
vaccine.

When enough people
become immune to a

disease and spreading
becomes less likely.

Nope!
Thanks to scientific
advancements and

population of infected,
testing could be done

more efficiently. 

95% of the time the
vaccine prevents

symptoms of COVID but
5% it does not.

It’s still 100% effective
in preventing

hospitalization. 

Maybe, although you might
not be sick, you can be

infected asymptomatically
(you can carry the virus

without showing symptoms
and pass it to someone
else) - so continue to

wear a mask.

Yep!
Although new strains may
be easier to spread, this

vaccine will still work well
against it. Simple booster
shots may be needed in

the future.
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Pfizer and Moderna are mRNA
vaccines and Janssen is an

adenovirus vector vaccine. 
 These vaccines get messages

into the body and
cannot make you sick.

your safety has always
been taken into account 
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